
20 000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA OVERVIEW

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea: A Tour of the Underwater World is a classic science .. In Walt Disney's 20,
Leagues Under the Sea (), a live -action Technicolor film version of the novel, Captain Nemo is a European, bitter .

Aronnax, Conseil and Land go overboard. They are clothed and fed and may wander around the vessel at their
leisure. The rest of the story follows the adventures of the protagonists aboard the creatureâ€”the submarine ,
the Nautilus â€”which was built in secrecy and now roams the seas free from any land-based government. Ned
and Aronnax are thrown overboard, as is a lifeboat, and Conseil jumps in after Aronnax to save him. How did
he know?! In another passage, Nemo takes pity on a poor Indian pearl diver who must do his diving without
the sophisticated diving suit available to the submarine's crew, and who is doomed to die young due to the
cumulative effect of diving on his lungs. An anguished Nemo tells Arronax that his actions have saved
thousands from death in war; he also discloses that this "hated nation" tortured his wife and son to death while
attempting to force from him the secrets of his advanced work. Nemoâ€”nicknamed "angel of hatred" by
Aronnaxâ€”destroys the ship, ramming it just below the waterline, and consequently sinking it into the bottom
of the sea, much to Aronnax's horror, as he watches the ship plunge into the abyss. Nineteenth-century
attitudes of European cultural arrogance are evident in encounters with sometimes-hostile native residents of
islands. For over a year, ocean-going vessels have reported running into a floating island or a submerged naval
wreck, or being rammed by a giant whale. Ned, having escaped from captivity during the struggle, harpoons
the creature, killing it, and jumps to Nemo's rescue, saving his captor from drowning as the dead squid sinks
away. Nemo navigates the Nautilus through an underwater channel to the lagoon where his base it. Title[ edit ]
The title refers to the distance traveled while under the sea and not to a depth, as 20, leagues 80, km is nearly
twice the circumference of the Earth. One night the men are asked to return to their cell. Verne took the name
"Nautilus" from one of the earliest successful submarines , built in by Robert Fulton , who later invented the
first commercially successful steamboat. Captain Nemo treats the men, especially Aronnax, very well.
Because of his theory, Aronnax is invited to join the expedition along with Conseil, his servant. He is
genuinely pleased to be in the presence of Aronnax, a man whose work his is familiar with, and whom he
respects, but his work is secret, and now that he has revealed it to them, cannot allow them to get away. When
Nemo guides the Nautilus to the South Pole, the ship becomes entrapped in an ice pack. More similar to the
original Nemo, though with a less finely worked-out character, is Robur in Robur the Conqueror â€”a dark and
flamboyant outlaw rebel using an aircraft instead of a submarineâ€”and its sequel Master of the World.
Aronnax likes to imagine that Nemo will leave behind his vengeful ways and, you know, smile more.
Meanwhile, Nemo staggers to his grand salon's viewing port, and as he looks into the depths of his beloved
blue ocean he succumbs to his fatal gunshot wound. But he hardly answers all of our questions. One day while
off the coast of New Guinea, the Nautilus becomes stranded on a reef. Air pressure tanks made with the
technology of the time could only hold 30 atmospheres, and the diver had to be surface supplied ; the tank was
for bailout. And if Nemo did survive, he hopes that Nemo will be a changed man. They find the legendary
kingdom of Atlantis yes, it really is there , use underwater air guns to go fishing, and hunt sharks. The
Nautilus escapes from the ice, only to be attacked by a giant squid that nearly sinks the vessel. Nemo even
takes Aronnax on an expedition to see the lost city of Atlantis before setting a course for the South Pole.
Inside, they find a large viewing port amidships and watch a strange underwater funeral procession. The
United States government quickly puts together an expedition of experts who they believe will be able to hunt
down and kill the monster. And adventure, adventure, adventure, blah, blah, blah. They travel through the
Indian Ocean and visit a bed of pearls, where Nemo saves a pearl diver from a shark, and then has to be saved
himselfâ€”by Ned. Now helpless, the frigate drifts silently and no one aboard answers when the overboard
passengers cry out for help. Similarly to Nemo, Odysseus must wander the seas in exile though only for 10
years and is tormented by the deaths of his ship's crew. The Abraham Lincoln is attacked by the creature. Like
Nemo, Ker Karraje plays "host" to unwilling French guestsâ€”but unlike Nemo, who manages to elude all
pursuers, Karraje's career of outlawry is decisively ended by the combination of an international task force and
the rebellion of his French captives. Ned is surprised when Nemo allows him to go ashore with Conseil
unescorted, ostensibly to collect wildlife specimens.


